The 66th European Championship for Speed Model Cars
2-6 August 2017, Stryi, Ukraine

Invitation
For the third time the Federation of automodelsport of the Ukraine has the honor to host the European Championships for tether car racing. We kindly welcome all model car racers from all over Europe. Hopefully you will find all the necessary information for what`s planned and what to expect in the following brief.

Accommodation
Stryi – old small historical town in the western region of Ukraine.

Location
Tether car track is located in the football stadium «SOKIL», Shashkevycha str.20a
+49° 14' 58.47", +23° 51' 22.44"

Transport
For the competitors and visitors the transportation from the airport in Lviv to Stryi. At the airport you will by the representatives of EC organizers. To accomplish this successfully, it is necessary for you to inform us with following information: date of arrival, flight number (or arrival time).

Catering service
Trackside bar for snacks and drinks is open Wednesday through Sunday. We also offer a daily lunch should you require it. at 13.00.
The banquet is held in the restaurant «Marsel», Shevchenko str., 55 Stryi
After party will be held at the Track – 5 Euro.

Registration for the race
All teams and competitor must register by the 22 June 2017.
Entry forms must be sent by e-mail to Igor Safyanyk.
Contact info:
Igor Safyanyk.
Telefone: +380673465822(mob)
E-mail: ukraine_gp@ukr.net

Track manager and officials:

Race director: Igor Safyanyk
Timing office: Irina Borshch, Anastasiya Podgaetska
Secretary: Viktor Kachur,
Tech director: Yuriy Lysak
Technical control: Viktor Vasylenco, Oleksandr Tkachenko
Cable service: Ivan Zubko, Andriy Podgaetskyj,
Roman Shyndarevskij
Fueling and weight control Andriy Kravetc, Oleg Karman
Accommodation: Sergiy Tsybanev

Race officials: Lembit Vaher (EST)
Gábor Dobrocsi (H)
Paul-Otto Ströbel (CH)

Starting order

The starting order for the first heats will be given in the official starting list. The starting order is set according to the 65th European Championship (2016), current Champion in each class start and the other participants follow in ranked order. For participants who are not ranked, the starting positions will be drawn by the organizers (positions after 20th).

Awarding for the European Championship

First, second and third place winner in each class will be awarded European Championship medals. The first five positions in each class will receive the Championship trophies. The first three teams will be awarded with the teams’ cup trophy.
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HOTELS

“THE CARPATHIAN GOLD” is located only 1.5 km from the track
Kolessy str. 41B, 82400
Stryi, Lviv region, Ukraine
Telephone:
+3803245 39-100
+3803245 39-101
E-mail: hotel@ekran.ua
Internet: www.hotel-zk.com.ua
Price: 20-50 Euro

“MAGNET” is located only 0.2 km from the track
Shashkevycha str. 21, 82400
Stryi, Lviv region, Ukraine
Telephone:
+3803245 40-030
+3803245 40-029
Fax: +380 324 540 828
E-mail: enter@hotelmagnet.com.ua
Web: hotelmagnet.com.ua
Price: 20-25 Euro

“STAR” is located only 0.5 km from the track
Zan’kovetskoi str., 80a, 82400
Stryi, Lviv region, Ukraine
Telephone:
+380 3245 71355,
+380932060704,
+380508895134
Fax: +380 3245 71355
E-mail: starbar@mail.ru
Price: 15-35 Euro

“PERLYNA ARS” is located only 2.5 km from the track
Lvivska str. 146B, 82400
Stryi, Lviv region, Ukraine
Telephone:
+3803245 51-147
E-mail: perluna@meta.ua
Internet: www.perlyna-ars.com.ua
Price: 15-20 Euro

“GEOLOG” is located only 1.5 km from the track
S.Bandery str. 13a, 82400
Stryi, Lviv region, Ukraine
Telephone:
+380 3245 71355,
+380932060704,
+380508895134
Fax: +380 3245 71355
E-mail: starbar@mail.ru
Price: 10 Euro
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Tuesday 01, August 2017
14.00-18.00 technical model car certifications

Wednesday 02, August 2017
09.00-13.00 technical model car certifications
09.00-13.00 training runs (class 1, 2, 3b, 3, 4, 5)
13.00-14.00 Lunch
14.00-18.00 technical model car certifications
14.00-18.30 training runs (class 1, 2, 3b, 3, 4, 5)

Thursday 03, August 2017
09.00-13.00 technical model car certifications
09.00-13.00 training runs (class 1, 2, 3b, 3, 4, 5)
12.00-14.00 **FEMA presidium meeting** at hotel «Magnet»
13.00-14.00 Lunch
14.00-18.00 technical model car certifications
14.00-18.00 training runs (class 1, 2, 3b, 3, 4, 5)
16.00-18.00 **FEMA delegate meeting** at hotel «Magnet»
18.30 The opening Ceremony of European Championship

Friday 04, August 2017
09.00-13.00 **First Heats** (class 1, 2, 3b)
13.00-14.00 Lunch
14.00-18.30 **First Heats** (class 3, 4, 5)
19.30 House of Culture, Kryshelnytsca str.18,
Concert of song and dance, **Verkhovyna** Ukrainian Song and Dance Ensemble
Saturday 05, August 2017
09.00-13.00  Second Heats ( class 1, 2, 3b )
13.00-14.00  Lunch
14.00-18.30  Second Heats ( class 3, 4, 5 )
19.30  Banquet restaurant «Marsel»

Sunday 06, August 2017
09.00-13.00  Final Heats ( class 1, 2, 3b )
13.00-14.00  Lunch
14.00-18.30  Final Heats ( class 3, 4, 5 )
19.15-19.45  Awarding and closing ceremony for European Championship.
20.00  After party by the track.